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CHANGE WORK, ADVANCE SOCIETY, CONNECT TO TOMORROW.
By optimising processes and by supporting essential services we help shape the future
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  EXPERTS IN YOUR SECTOR
Panasonic Connect is dedicated to serving the business world.

By developing and creating an extensive portfolio of high quality hardware and software products we are taking a highly specialised approach to providing complete integrated solutions in your sector.
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  CASE STUDIES




ACMI curates Marshmallow Laser Feast's exhibition, ‘Works of Nature’
'Works of Nature’ is a collection of large-scale and interactive works that harness the power of Panasonic laser projectors, epitomising the best of immersive experiences.
 Read more











Grande Experiences: The Next Evolution of Immersive Art
Grande Experiences, a world leader in delivering immersive experiences, brings digital art to life, supported by the most reliable hardware in the industry, Panasonic high brightness laser projectors.
 Read more











Sky Racing Queensland chooses Panasonic professional 4K and PTZ broadcast cameras
Transitioning from a copper/triax-based production to IP/fibre-based production, which has included a range of Panasonic 4K production and PTZ cameras, has helped work towards the company's wider plan to create a remote centralised production hub in Brisbane, enabling them to take advantage of the costs, benefits and flexibility which comes with an IP/fibre based infrastructure.
 Read more











Greater Manchester chooses TOUGHBOOK 33 rugged devices for latest fire service MDT and demountable requirements
Fire services across the UK are looking to equip their crews with the most effective and rugged mobile computing technology to become ever more effective and efficient. Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service chose TOUGHBOOK 33 devices for its Airwave Certified & ESN-ready Mobile Data Terminals and as demountable devices in the rear of its appliances.
 Read more











RISING Immerses Audiences with Panasonic Projection
RISING: Melbourne’s premier music and art festival relies on Panasonic Visual Solutions to wow its audiences through immersive projection.
 Read more











Game of Thrones Immersive Studio Tour Powered by Panasonic Projection
Panasonic projectors bring this global hit TV series to life with an immersive tour behind the scenes of The Seven Kingdoms and beyond.
 Read more











TAFE Queensland Utilises Projection Technology to Create Wow Factor in Gold Coast Robina Campus Foyer
TAFE Queensland utilises Panasonic projection technology to create WOW Factor in Gold Coast Robina Campus foyer
 Read more











     
What's new


 Panasonic GREEN IMPACT
Panasonic was founded a century ago, and today, more than a billion people rely on our products. While we’re proud of our impact on work and society around the world, we recognise that this contributes to global energy consumption and comes with a large carbon footprint. And it’s our responsibility to reduce our emissions and do everything we can to address climate change.





 Arts - Fusing Art and Technology for Spectacular Results
The dream of bringing art to the masses is now a reality. Works from our finest artists and painters can now be taken out from the galleries, transported to any location and recreated as incredible immersive spectacles.





 Media and Entertainment
As media moves beyond simply informing and entertaining, towards immersive, in-person experiences, partner with the experts helping to define its course.



 14 Feb
2022


 Snowy Hydro's Discovery Centre Immersive Visualisation Transformation
Snowy Hydro’s Discovery Centre has recently undertaken a technology transformation. The hero is an immersive theatre, part wraparound cinema and part immersive visualisation space, powered by Panasonic laser projection. The design of the projection setup was intended to maximise the wall and floor real estate — 4 metres from floor to ceiling, and 14 metres wide, along with a large chunk of the floor that abuts the projection wall.
The experience takes visitors on a cinematic journey through the Snowy Mountains and the history of the Snowy Hydro Electric Scheme, with behind the scenes views of tunnels, dams and hydro-power stations.



 14 Mar
2023


 New Albano Campus powered by AVoIP network with Panasonic solutions
State-of-the-art education and research facility deploys Panasonic projectors, displays equipped with WolfVision SDMs and PTZ cameras throughout its new campus.





   


 
If we only had a crystal ball...
It is hard to predict the future. But by connecting the dots. We're helping to shape it. 
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